Release Notes for Version 7.0.3045
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

AR

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the item info on
statements to include alterations.
Item alterations and prices have been added to the
item information on statements (if SPOT is
configured to show item information).

SPOT

AR

Fix

The totals line of hotel statements with late fees or
finance charges was not adding up.

SPOT

AR

Fix

The Statement Wizard was crashing during CCOF
payment generation for any billing groups with a
special charge.

SPOT

AR

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like single A/R payments
to ignore the 'Send Payment Receipts For' setting
"Yes - Batch Only" has been added as an option
for the "Store Settings > A/R Settings > Send EMail Payment Receipt" setting. This will cause that
only batch payments will send email receipts.

SPOT

Assisted
Assembly

Fix

Fixed Assisted Assembly voice prompts to omit '*'
characters from speech.

SPOT

Cash Control

Fix

Refunds were not being issued properly for
overpaid invoices if "Round All Transactions"
cashier setting was enabled.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Fixed issue where certain settings marked as
"prompt to confirm" were not saving properly.

SPOT

Configuration

Addition to Existing
Feature

Configuration Tracking - Track when invoice and
other printed templates have changed
Company Settings->Report/Printing Settings>Templates now include a revision number which
is visible in Configuration Tracking.

SPOT

Conveyor

Change

As a SPOT Administrator, I would like
improvements to the print cache server and print
caching batch process
Print Cache Server now fully closes when the
window closes (preventing background phantom
processing)
Conveyor resends/invoice reposts will not send a
duplicate pending post. Duplication is determined
by the order's unique saved version (persistencets)
along with a check of the invoice printing template
(should printing be enabled).

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to verify a CCOF with
an encrypted swipe immediately, and save the

Settings

Store Settings > A/R Settings > Send E-Mail
Payment Receipt

token if it's available.
Updated the "Update CC Token" functionality so
that, if there is a new CC entry, the button will
"Retrieve CC Token". If the CCOF entry is already
tokenized, the button will caption as "Update CC
Token", and the functionality will work as usual.
Also, if tokens are enabled, and the "Verify CCOF"
button is selected, the token will be fetched and the
system will respond with a successful verification.
SPOT

Customer
Connect

Change

Added message prompt when processing a pickup
request that is past the pickup date.

SPOT

Customer
Connect

Fix

If a customer was signed up in CustomerConnect
with the same phone number as an existing
customer that had a refused email address, the
new email address would be lost when merging the
two customers in SPOT.

SPOT

Customer
Connect

Fix

Resolved an error when processing signup or
change account Web Requests.

SPOT

Customer View

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to lock customer
ratings so that the rating never changes
The ability to "lock" customer ratings has been
added to SPOT, so that selected customer ratings
will not be overwritten when the ratings process is
run.

SPOT

Email

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Print or Email
Visit Info' option for prompt to include 'Both' and
'None'
"Both" and "Neither" have been added as options if
clerk is prompted to print or email visit ticket.

SPOT

Email

Addition to Existing
Feature

SPOT now allows saving the current email in
progress as a draft to be worked on at a later time.
This includes both ad-hoc (single customer) and
batch emails.

SPOT

Email

Fix

If a customer had the "Batch Email" notification
type set to something other than "Email1", and an
on-demand email was sent from Customer View,
the email address selection screen was still
defaulting to "Email1".

SPOT

Email

Fix

Canceling out of the multiple email address
selection screen while emailing from Customer
View was sending the email anyway, to the first
email address on the list.

SPOT

General

Fix

Maximizing SPOT on the reports tab caused
"Crystal Report" text to appear in a strange
location.

SPOT

General

Fix

Pay periods were not saving properly in some
cases. Introduced in 2941 build.

SPOT

General

Change

Collection items can no longer be saved with
blank/space-only names. This was problematic in
certain cases.

SPOT

Home Page

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a graph that will show
'Visits by Weekday'
A "Visits by Weekday" graph has been added to
the Graphs tab of the Home Page.

SPOT

Home Page

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to view labor category
information from the summary tab.
A button has been added to view labor category
detail of the Hours Worked cell in the Summary tab
of the SPOT Home Page (if labor categories are in
use).

SPOT

Messaging

Addition to Existing
Feature

SPOT messaging now allows saving a draft of a
message in progress. This makes it possible for the
clerk to use the SPOT workstation for another
purpose and to then resume editing the draft
message.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Modification to SPOT invoice printing which allows
non-standard characters to be printed even if
UnicodePrinting is not enabled by default.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

The Daily Report would error out if a price change
event involved an item whose description included
the character sequence ' to '.

SPOT

Reports

Change

Made performance improvements to Time Clock
Users report.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to have a report (not
just activity log) that shows any updated email
addresses with assorted client information
"Email Address Updates" report added to
Customer folder of Reports Gallery.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like increase the number
of visits to 16 on the report
Reports Gallery > Customer > Customer Initial
Activity - Extended - New report based off of
Customer Initial Activity that exports direct to Excel
and shows up to 16 visits.

SPOT

Reports

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like 'Customer Initial
Activity Report' to use the 'FirstVisitDateTime'
instead of the 'SignupDate'.
Reports Gallery > Customer > Customer Initial
Activity (all versions) - Added prompt to base the
date range on the sign up date or the first visit date.

Added referral detail to the report. Added direct to
Excel presentations.
SPOT

Reports

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a report that will show
the top brands
Reports Gallery > Production > Brand Usage - New
report that will display all brands that have been
used at least once and will sort by number of times
used.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the dunning letter to
use the billing address instead of primary if
present.
Added new WordMerge tokens:
BillingAddress1
BillingAddress2
BillingCity
BillingState
BillingPostalCode
New OTS tokens:
@BILLINGADDRESS1
@BILLINGADDRESS2
@BILLINGCITY
@BILLINGSTATE
@BILLINGPOSTALCODE
These will use the billing address on the customer
record when possible and use primary address if a
billing address does not exist.
Updated Dunning letters to use these new tokens
instead of the standard primary address only
tokens.

SPOT

Reports

Change

As a SPOT User, I would like RouteTrac Summary
to display starting and ending miles.
Reports Gallery > Route > RouteTrac Summary Added start and ending miles. Added $/Mile
column.

SPOT

Restoration

Change

As a SPOT restoration user, I would like the
restoration assembly feature to show moved items
as a comment in invoice history.
Assisted Assembly - Restoration Mode - Added
invoice comment to original order indicating which
invoices each item was moved to.

SPOT

Restoration

New Feature

As a SPOT restoration user, I would like a way to
mass close all orders for a single job.
A new screen has been added to batch close
restoration orders. Available from "Order

Management" in F3 Menu.
SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed issue with the Route Scheduler, wherein a
"Customer Memo" added from that view did not
populate the "Created Date" and "Created By"
fields.

SPOT

Setup

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like SPOT to remember
my last window location (non-hosted only)
Non-hosted only - SPOT will remember the last
window size/location/monitor and will restore SPOT
to that location.
NOTE - the remembered location will not be used if
the user's monitor configuration (number and order
of monitors) changes.

SPOT

Setup

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT administrator, I would like metastore
change logs to be generated during server setup
SPOT now generates change logs during server
setup to provide visibility to new/changed settings
after an update.

SPOT

SMS

Change

As a SPOT SMS user, I would like the 'SMS Replies' alert to be sortable in the list of alerts PHASE 1
In Company Settings->Operations Settings->Alerts,
system-defined alerts will still be updated with each
release but their positions in the overall alert list will
not be modified. This allows custom alerts to be
placed anywhere within the list of alerts. This fixes
the issue where custom alerts could not be listed
on the first page of alerts.
The only exception is if a system-defined alert is
removed, at which point it will be re-added in its
original position. Its position can be changed after it
has been added back, though.

SPOT

Splitting

Fix

Items split from prepaid orders with coupons would
sometimes cause an erroneous "prepaid split
order" adjustment to be created in the newly
created order.

SPOT

Tags

Fix

Fixed issue with tags printing during "Detail", and
failing after multi-quantity item is selected.

Dashboard

General

Fix

Fixed an issue that caused mapping addresses
and coordinates to fail with the Map widget.

Dashboard

General

Fix

Improved accuracy and performance of Campaign
Details popup.

OTS

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

As an OTS user, I need enhancements to the email
component.
Replaced email component to support embedded
images. Added support for SSL based
authentication with an SMTP server.

OTS

General

Addition to Existing
Feature

As an OTS user, I would like to be able to pass an
username in to the URL.
Added UserID as a parameter in the URL. Sample
URL:
https://dashboard.mydrycleaner.com/Gateway/Logi
n.aspx?AccountID=TestAccount&UserID=UserTest

OTS

General

Fix

Fixed a run-time error that was occurring when
deleting a batch from "All Batches" view.

OTS

General

Fix

Fixed an error when changing pages on All
Batches screen.

